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Goals, deliverables, work to be done
● technology choices

○ identify technology options that are realistically on the table
○ no more than two options, that can be costed and integrated in the full detector
○ carry out key simulations to support the choice

● estimate of services, supports and other passive material
○ work out details on required services, readout hardware, anything else
○ together with mechanical supports and any crucial information for detector integration

● implementation into the global experiment
○ there will be an integration group, we will identify a representative from our WG

● simulation of performance in the global experiment
○ once everything is clear on paper, it has to be implemented in the simulation framework
○ we will identify a person responsible to lead and ensure progress

● cost estimates
○ we need to go to channel counting to get a handle on money
○ develop credible cost estimates for the proposal
○ there will be a “costing group” and training sessions, we will identify a representative from our WG 2



Meetings and organisation
● every Monday at 12:00 EDT

○ we meet regularly, on a weekly basis, no matter what
○ we hope the chosen slot is good for most, will be hard to find a different one

● get a list of PID systems / efforts to be kept on the radar
○ detector technologies that are well known (dRICH, DIRC, mRICH, …)
○ newer ideas that are not-so-familiar

● with a list of the corresponding reference persons
○ who will be tasked for regular reports on the activity

● regular weekly reports to update on progress
○ everyone reports
○ “no progress” counts as a valid report
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There is a lot to do in a short time
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Timeline overview
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